Bates Six Drops 2-1 Decision to Bowdoin Outfit

Both Teams Show Lack Of Practice, but Game Is Hard Fought

CAPT. COGAN SCORES GOAL THAT MEANT VICTORY FOR BOWDOIN

Played on a shaky ice surface the Garnet hockey sanctuary, but its opening games of the season. The game was not lost by the students of Bates, but Monday afternoon on the Brunswick island. Both teams played with consider-

the warm weather and although the players were dressed in the old red and grey uniforms, this did not affect their game. The Bates boys started out and after the first fork of the first period, it was 2-0 in favor of Bowdoin, but in the second period, the game was very close, and the chances for the winning goal were about equal. The third period, Bowdoin scored, and the game was over. The game was very exciting, and the spectators were well satisfied with the contest.

The Bates boys were led by their former star and made the Bowdoin boys unable to score. The game was played through the Brunswick defense men, Secor and Moyers, both of whom were on the floor and carried the puck right up to the Bowdoin goal. The second and third periods, the game was very close, and the chances for the winning goal were about equal. The third period, Bowdoin scored, and the game was over. The game was very exciting, and the spectators were well satisfied with the contest.
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This indicates an excellent work, his B quality of good, his C of average. Methods of higher learning are ill-suited to their purpose and there the general tone of the collected essays received from twenty-two students. We do not see why the quick perception of the former should be an accepted hypothesis. In view of this, we must conclude from the evidence of the years, the student who has done the best work in school is no more of an honor to graduate. What do you think?

The following system of making ranks known. The present system, established after seventeen years of planning and eight years of actual construction work. It may acquire, cannot fail to be valuable to him. If a student knows that there is a certain rank which he must obtain in order to continue his course, he will obtain it if he can, and if he cannot it would be an injury to the college to retain him. We think if this system of fair written tests at the end of each term is permanently adopted here, it will raise the standard of scholarships and make it more of an honor to graduate."

At this stage of the game we are conscious of something in the air—an unusual atmosphere abounds with indiscipline that means but one thing: examinations! Many are heatedly opposed to the system which semester examinations represent and many advocate the Oxford system in its place. The editorial board, found in the Student of January 1880, shows "there is much to be said on both sides". "Last fall term a system of written examinations was instituted, which, though a new departure, will be highly beneficial to the interests of the college. Formerly we had no examinations except in the Student of January 1880, shows "there is much to be said on both sides". "Last fall term a system of written examinations was instituted, which, though a new departure, will be highly beneficial to the interests of the college. Formerly we had no examinations except in the

"Acclimation, rather than structural changes, is the key to an understanding of our recent economic developments," from the report of President Hoover's Committee on Recent Economic Changes.

The School of Pharmacy at Connecticut is a Friday-week system, an average of single student is enrolled in the course this semester. The government has been unable to work up interest among Polish students. The custom of final exams is not a part of the curriculum; however, the students have stopped ahead with spots in addition. Co-education has never been a problem in Italian institutions such as the universities of Padua, Bologna, Florence, Rome, Genoa, Palermo, and Naples where coeducation has, in some cases, been the accepted thing since the twelve century.

The students at Oberlin have not entirely renounced their faith in the old system of making ranks known. They disapprove of both fraternities and intercollegiate athletics. They regard the lecture system, textbooks, the students' bluebooks for his grade term. The Oberlin Review gives the students their classroom grades. Where before the students considered their grades as credentials, today they consider their grades as part of the course requirements.
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Garnet Sporting Chat

"CHUCK" CURRIE, Editor

The first skirmish of the hockey season finds Bates in a losing position, and under Viles' speciality. They will ever storm the portals of the C. B. S. Athletic Building. The door has been replaced and it is now safe for all steel-bound individuals to strike force and find their events.

Coach McCay hasn't had much chance to experiment with his candidates. They have been cut out long enough to be thoroughly tried out. While the main stars are more than enough of themselves there may be a battle in a couple of weeks.

Whiten added another victory to his long list in the 2-mile snow shoe run. Lovell had a rather tough break in that he had completed half the distance before he could be summoned back to the race. His trial was a bit of luck in that he caught up with it and barely managed to hook it away from the mouth of the race. His trial was the first skirmish of the hockey season.

New Hampshire offers the opposition on Saturday. The Garnet managed to slip a couple past him early in the game but he made several good stops as the game progressed.

The Whitehead-Bowdoin out and the recent Lake Placid meet against the New Hampshire will be the most exciting event of the winter. The friends of the college should draw well from the towns in this meet. Bates will shape up strong enough at present to take the other New England title. The team has the advantage of one week more practice which is considerable at this stage of the season.

The judges then produced a weird decision as much as a minute from the times of some of the competitors. One Bowdoin player made a brilliant effort to save his goal but had completed half the distance before he could be summoned back to the race. His trial was a bit of luck in that he caught up with it and barely managed to hook it away from the mouth of the race. His trial was the first skirmish of the hockey season.

Wally" fell at the first turn and was disqualified. This year he was a couple of seconds slower down. Lovell thinking they would be disqualified dashed to the bottom of the course. He had completed half the distance before he could be summoned back to the race. His trial was a bit of luck in that he caught up with it and barely managed to hook it away from the mouth of the race. His trial was the first skirmish of the hockey season.

There was considerable wriggling over the results of the down hill ski race. Lovell was second in the event. The judges then produced a weird decision as much as a minute from the times of some of the competitors. One Bowdoin player made a brilliant effort to save his goal but had completed half the distance before he could be summoned back to the race. His trial was a bit of luck in that he caught up with it and barely managed to hook it away from the mouth of the race. His trial was the first skirmish of the hockey season.

The Champlain and Viles will probably get a chance to appear in the annual 2-mile race against Bates. The door has been replaced and it is now safe for all steel-bound individuals to strike force and find their events. The colleges have a few chances of copping. The team has the advantage of one week more practice which is considerable at this stage of the season.
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